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Abstract

The source of diffuse aurora has been widely studied and linked to electron cyclotron harmonic (ECH) and upper-band chorus

(UBC) waves. It is known that these waves scatter 100s of eV to 10s of keV electrons from the plasma sheet, but the relative

contribution of each wave type is still an open question. In this paper, we report on a new structured diffuse aurora feature

observed on March 15, 2002 that could help further our understanding. This feature is characterized by four phases: (1) the

initial phase exhibiting regular diffuse aurora, (2) the brightening phase, where a stripe of diffuse aurora rapidly brightens, (3)

the eraser phase, where the stripe dims to below its initial state, and (4) the recovery phase, where the diffuse aurora returns

to its original brightness. Using a superposed epoch analysis of 22 events, we calculate the average recovery phase time to be

20 seconds, although this varies widely between events. We hypothesize that the process responsible for these auroral eraser

events could be an interaction between ECH and chorus waves.
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Key Points:7

• We identify a new feature, called a diffuse auroral eraser, which has never been8

reported on and occurred during low magnetic activity.9

• An auroral eraser starts as diffuse aurora that brightens, dims to lower than its10

initial level, then recovers to its initial brightness.11

• We found the average recovery time to be 20 seconds with a 13 second standard12

deviation.13
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Abstract14

The source of diffuse aurora has been widely studied and linked to electron cyclotron har-15

monic (ECH) and upper-band chorus (UBC) waves. It is known that these waves scat-16

ter 100s of eV to 10s of keV electrons from the plasma sheet, but the relative contribu-17

tion of each wave type is still an open question. In this paper, we report on a new struc-18

tured diffuse aurora feature observed on March 15, 2002 that could help further our un-19

derstanding. This feature is characterized by four phases: (1) the initial phase exhibit-20

ing regular diffuse aurora, (2) the brightening phase, where a stripe of diffuse aurora rapidly21

brightens, (3) the eraser phase, where the stripe dims to below its initial state, and (4)22

the recovery phase, where the diffuse aurora returns to its original brightness. Using a23

superposed epoch analysis of 22 events, we calculate the average recovery phase time to24

be 20 seconds, although this varies widely between events. We hypothesize that the pro-25

cess responsible for these auroral eraser events could be an interaction between ECH and26

chorus waves.27

Plain Language Summary28

Aurora are caused by electrons from within the magnetic bubble that surrounds Earth,29

called that magnetosphere. Sometimes these electrons are deposited into our upper at-30

mosphere, producing light. This process can also transfer large amounts of energy from31

the magnetosphere to the atmosphere, thus potentially affecting the climate. Pictures32

of the aurora usually depict discrete green curtains, but this is not the only type of au-33

rora. Diffuse aurora is another, which look like a faint glow over large portions of the34

sky. Diffuse aurora are extremely common, but not well understood. We have found a35

new process within diffuse aurora that could improve our understanding. We call them36

diffuse auroral eraser events. We found these events in a movie taken the night of March37

15, 2002 in Churchill, MB, Canada. They appear as a section of diffuse aurora that rapidly38

brightens, then disappears and also erases the background aurora. Then, over the course39

of several tens of seconds, the diffuse aurora recovers to its original brightness. We cal-40

culated the average recovery time by overlaying plots of brightness from each of the 2241

events that we found. This average time was 20 seconds, although it varied widely be-42

tween individual events.43
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1 Introduction44

Originally referred to as mantle aurora, diffuse aurora appears as a faint glow, just45

visible to the naked eye, and spread across a large portion of the sky (Lui et al., 1973).46

The location of this aurora occurs equatorward of the discrete auroral oval and usually47

peaks in activity and brightness after magnetic midnight. This typically corresponds to48

between 60◦ and 75◦ corrected geomagnetic latitude, depending on the solar cycle and49

geomagnetic activity (Sandford, 1968; Feldstein & Galperin, 1985). Work by Sandford50

(1968) showed that during solar maximum, diffuse aurora accounts for 80% of auroral51

emission, however during solar minimum that was reduced to only 50%. While discrete52

aurora are much brighter and better known, diffuse aurora play an important role in the53

magnetosphere - ionosphere (MI) system because they are so common and thus are one54

of the largest sources of energy transfer between the two regions of geospace (Newell et55

al., 2009). The glow of diffuse aurora is the result of 100s of eV to 10s of keV electron56

precipitation from the plasma sheet (Meng et al., 1979). Many studies have identified57

wave-particle interactions in the plasma sheet as the primary way that this precipita-58

tion occurs. The waves responsible are electron cyclotron harmonic (ECH) and upper-59

band chorus (UBC) waves (e.g., Meredith et al., 2009; Thorne et al., 2010; Ni et al., 2016,60

and others). ECH waves are electrostatic perturbations whose frequencies fall between61

harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency (fce) (e.g., Kennel et al., 1970; Fredricks & Scarf,62

1973; Shaw & Gurnett, 1975; Gurnett et al., 1979, and others). UBC waves are electro-63

magnetic and a subset of whistler mode chorus waves with frequencies between 0.5fce <64

f < fce (e.g., Tsurutani & Smith, 1974; Burtis & Helliwell, 1976, and others). They65

differ from lower-band chorus (LBC) waves, which cover the frequency range 0.1fce <66

f < 0.5fce. ECH and UBC waves also scatter slightly different energy electrons. ECH67

are most efficient between a few hundred eV to a few keV while chorus are most efficient68

below a few hundred eV (Horne et al., 2003). While most studies have linked ECH and69

UBC waves as the primary source of diffuse aurora, there is also a case to be made for70

whistler mode hiss waves, which have frequencies below 0.1fce. These waves resonate best71

with electrons of energies above a few keV (Horne et al., 2003).72

Despite their usual static appearance, diffuse aurora can vary on smaller scales, which73

is often referred to as structured diffuse aurora (SDA). Nightside SDA manifests as reg-74

ular, parallel auroral stripes, brighter than the background (Sergienko et al., 2008). Sergienko75

et al. (2008) found that SDA is caused by precipitating electrons above 3-4 keV and linked76
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these to whistler mode hiss waves. Diffuse aurora also often occur alongside the more77

dynamic pulsating aurora (Davis, 1978). Pulsating aurora are characterized by widely78

varying diffuse-like patches that blink on and off with periods between 2 to 20 seconds79

(e.g., Davis, 1978; Lessard, 2012, and others) and can be widespread and long-lasting (Jones80

et al., 2013). While they frequently happen during diffuse aurora, studies have shown81

that pulsating aurora originate from a different wave-particle interaction. This interac-82

tion happens in the outer radiation belt between LBC waves and a few to 100s of keV83

electrons (e.g., Nishimura et al., 2010, 2011; Jaynes et al., 2013; Kasahara et al., 2018).84

Another, less studied, phenomenon associated with diffuse aurora is black aurora. These85

are defined regions within an auroral patch that have no emissions (Davis, 1978; Trond-86

sen & Cogger, 1997). The exact cause of these aurora is still unknown.87

Both pulsating aurora and black aurora appear in the data set we analyzed, but88

our focus was on an entirely new phenomenon, seemingly associated with SDA. The events89

appear in images taken the night of March 15, 2002, during a campaign in Churchill, MB,90

Canada. These images demonstrate periods in which localized pulsations ”black out”91

the diffuse glow, which then fills in over several seconds. We refer to this phenomenon92

as a diffuse auroral “eraser”. This new auroral feature is worth investigating since it could93

lead to a better understanding of diffuse aurora. What process in the equatorial mag-94

netosphere can turn off diffuse auroral emissions in localized patches?95

2 Data96

The images used in this analysis were taken from an intensified, narrow field-of-97

view (FOV) CCD-based TV camera known as the Portable Auroral Imager (PAI) (Trondsen98

& Cogger, 1997). They were taken at 30 frames-per-second (fps) and span from approx-99

imately 6:40 to 8:40 universal time (UT) or 0:06 to 2:06 magnetic local time (MLT) on100

March 15, 2002. The PAI was mounted to a tripod, which was on the ground at a lo-101

cation near Churchill, Manitoba. This corresponds to 69.28◦ latitude and 331.22◦ lon-102

gitude in AACGM coordinates. It was pointed manually during the nightly observations103

and equipped with a 25 mm lens in addition to a Wratten 89B IR filter with a cutoff wave-104

length of 650 nm. Trondsen (1998) describes the PAI used to collect the data in more105

detail. This setup resulted in a 30.9◦ by 23.2◦ FOV. Given an image size of 640 by 480106

pixels, the single pixel resolution is 88 m by 88 m at an altitude of 105 km (Trondsen,107

1998). Using a section of Ursa Major that was visible in the images, we were able to es-108
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Figure 1. An unprocessed image from the original data. The first several seconds of the video

include a UT timestamp. Ursa Major appears at the top of the image.

timate that the PAI was facing south of zenith, spanning elevation angles between 66.8◦109

and 90◦. Figure 1 is an example of one of the raw images. To reduce data size and im-110

prove image quality, we averaged every 10 frames to produce a 3 fps video, which we then111

analyzed. Our analysis of this data is a continuation of preliminary work by Jaynes (2013).112

3 Case Study113

To better describe this phenomenon we first investigate a single representative event114

(number 28 from the list of 32 events as identified in Figure 4). Figure 2 shows three im-115

ages taken at different times during this event. We changed the contrast and color map116

of the images to see the event better. In the first image the aurora begins as a diffuse117

background. In the second image structured diffuse aurora appears in the form of a brighter118

stripe in the lower third of the frame. By the third image, the stripe has disappeared119

and the background aurora is darker than before, as if someone has taken an eraser to120

–5–
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Figure 2. Images across a characteristic eraser event. From left to right the images are before

the event, during the event brightening, and during the event eraser. The red dots indicate the 5

pixels we used to represent the event.

it. Small black auroral forms can also be seen in each frame, although we do not explore121

those features in this paper.122

To represent the event, we picked 5 pixels from across the image frame. These are123

represented by the red dots in Figure 2. By taking the median of a 5x5 pixel block cen-124

tered on each of those, and then the average of the 5 block values, we were able to es-125

timate the brightness of the event at each time step. Figure 3 shows this brightness plot-126

ted versus time after applying a 1.5 second smoothing window. In addition, Figure 3 is127

color coded to indicate what we refer to as the 4 phases of an auroral eraser event. The128

initial phase (solid green) is the period before the event with a uniform diffuse aurora129

background. The brightening phase (dotted red) comes next and is characterized by a130

stripe of aurora that rapidly brightens. Shortly after, the brighter section disappears in131

the eraser phase (solid black), taking the diffuse background with it. Finally, in the re-132

covery phase (dotted purple) the pixels return to their original brightness over several133

tens of seconds. For this event, the recovery time is 32 seconds. The details of how this134

is calculated are in the next section.135

4 Analysis136

We found that the best way to identify an auroral eraser event was in a keogram.137

This is a type of figure that is often used to visualize the evolution of aurora. We con-138

structed ours by setting each keogram column to the median of the 21 center columns139

of the corresponding image frame. Initially, we split the data into 20 minute sections,140

to limit the size, and made a keogram for each. We found auroral eraser events in only141
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Figure 3. The averaged intensity of a characteristic eraser event. The event is color coded

by phase: initial (solid green), brightening (dotted red), eraser (solid black), recovery (dotted

purple).
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Figure 4. A keogram from the end of the data. This includes all of the auroral eraser events

we identified. We increased the contrast and used the Viridis color map to see the events better.

the last 2, so we combined these to create Figure 4. The 32 events we found are labeled142

in the figure. These are identifiable by a bright vertical strip, followed by a darker sec-143

tion. An observant reader might also notice darker patches scattered across the keogram144

in addition to the auroral erasers. These are black aurora, which we mention, but did145

not study further. Finally, the bright horizontal streaks are stars that happened to fall146

within the center columns of the base images.147

Using the keogram to identify all of the events, we then created an intensity ver-148

sus time plot, like Figure 3, for each auroral eraser. Looking at these plots, it was clear149

that some events didn’t have a full recovery phase, often being disrupted by a second event150

(see Figure 8 as an example). From the 32 events, we were able to visually identify 22151

with recoveries that were not interrupted by a second event. Using these, we performed152

a superposed epoch analysis, shown in Figure 5. We set an epoch time halfway between153

the peak of the brightening phase and the trough of the eraser phase. We also normal-154

ized the pixel intensity by setting the average of the initial phase to zero. The time range155

associated with this was 100 to 30 frames or 43 to 10 seconds before the epoch. We could156

then determine the time from trough of the eraser phase to when the brightness returned157

to zero, we called this the recovery time. The average recovery time from this analysis158
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Figure 5. Epoch analysis for the 22 eraser events with a full recovery. The red lines indicate

the start and stop of the average recovery period, which is 20 seconds.

was 20 seconds. However, the standard deviation was 13.17 seconds, highlighting that159

individual events can vary dramatically. This can be further seen in Figure 6, which is160

a histogram of the recovery times from the 22 events. The large peak for times less than161

10 seconds is a result of events whose initial phases slowly increase in brightness instead162

of remaining constant. This causes the baseline average to be lower than other events.163

We were also interested in the magnetic conditions on March 15, 2002. To learn164

about these we looked at several different sources. The solar wind speed as extracted from165

NASA/GSFC’s OMNI data set through OMNIWeb, was between 340 and 360 km/s. OMNI166

is a database of combined solar wind parameters from multiple spacecraft including WIND167

and ACE. Bz ranged between 0 and 6 nT, and the KP index was < 2 (King & Papi-168

tashvili, 2005). In all, the solar wind conditions were unremarkable and indicated low169

magnetic activity. The story was the same for ground-based magnetometers. SuperMAG170

is a database of over 300 magnetometers, each of which measures magnetic fields in 3171

directions (Gjerloev, 2009, 2012). We looked at data from several stations during the night172

of March 15, 2002. Data from Churchill (FCC) and surrounding magnetometers (IQA,173
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Figure 6. Histogram of the recovery times for the 22 eraser events with a full recovery. The

recovery time is calculated as the time between the end of the eraser phase to when the bright-

ness returns to the average of 43 seconds to 10 seconds before the brightening phase.
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SKT) showed no major perturbations in any of the field directions. Magnetometers on174

the north-east coast of Greenland and on Svalbard (DNB, NAL) did show some activ-175

ity in the form of small wave-like fluctuations. These are plotted in Figure 7. Unfortu-176

nately, the highest fidelity option was 1 minute, so we were unable to see any higher fre-177

quency modulations. Finally, the Auroral Electrojet (AE) index, which is derived from178

the horizontal component of select magnetometers around the globe, indicated low mag-179

netic activity with a value of < 90 nT.180

5 Discussion181

These events appear to be associated with structured diffuse aurora (SDA) forms,182

but to our knowledge, an event such as this has not been reported on in the scientific183

literature. This is intriguing as the global and local geomagnetic data we investigated184

appears to show ordinary conditions that likely occur frequently. Are eraser events such185

as these a common quiet time phenomenon and have other observations just overlooked186

them, or are they rare? Due to the narrow field-of-view and high sensitivity required to187

observe auroral eraser events, in addition to unpublished accounts of similar sightings,188

we believe they occur more frequently than the published work would indicate. However,189

it would be necessary to conduct a more detailed search to answer this question.190

Events showing atypical fluctuations in brightness have been published on before.191

Dahlgren et al. (2017) mentions observing a dip in brightness, to below the average, dur-192

ing the off phase of pulsating aurora. While this is similar, the lack of pulsating aurora193

in our observations suggests that they are different phenomena. A type of aurora known194

as dual-layer pulsating aurora could also be similar (Royrvik, 1976; Trondsen & Cogger,195

1997). Trondsen and Cogger (1997) described it as a section of foreground diffuse au-196

rora that turns off, revealing a background with structure in it. It is possible that these197

are auroral eraser events, but the difference in camera setup make it difficult to tell.198

Without concurrent in situ spacecraft observations, we can only speculate on a pos-199

sible driver of these features. One possible cause could be specific wave-particle inter-200

actions, since diffuse aurora are associated with both electron cyclotron harmonic (ECH)201

waves and chorus waves. As Ni et al. (2011) showed, the scattering efficiencies are dif-202

ferent between ECH and chorus waves for different pitch angle particles. Chorus waves203

scatter more efficiently over a wider pitch angle distribution than ECH waves. If, dur-204

–11–
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Figure 7. Five ground-based magnetometers during the night of March 15, 2002. The plots

are arranged by eastward geographic longitude from bottom to top. The bottom three are lo-

cated between Churchill and the west coast of Greenland. The top two are located on the east

coast of Greenland and on Svalbard.
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Figure 8. Event 28 begins as a normal eraser event, but before the diffuse background is able

to fully refill, a second events appears to occur. After this the background refills as normal.

ing an instance of ECH driven diffuse aurora, a packet of chorus waves passed through205

the region, the effect might be to momentarily increase the electron flux, causing the bright-206

ening we observe. If the chorus waves were strong enough they could deplete electrons207

in the narrower ECH pitch angle scattering distribution, causing the eraser. If this were208

true, we would expect a second peak if a second packet of chorus waves passed through209

the region before the diffuse aurora had completely recovered. We see this behavior in210

several cases as Figure 8 shows. This is further backed up by observations of coupling211

between the upper and lower sidebands of ECH waves and chorus waves by Gao et al.212

(2018), as well as the theorized cause of structured diffuse aurora in Sergienko et al. (2008).213

However, this explanation is only speculative and we would need more detailed model-214

ing to determine if this is truly a possible driver.215

6 Summary216

• A diffuse auroral eraser event is characterized by an initial background of diffuse217

aurora, followed by the brightening of a more defined structured aurora stripe, which218

disappears and takes the background aurora with it. The background then refills219

–13–
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back to the initial state at a slower rate. This recovery time can vary dramatically,220

but averages around 20 seconds.221

• The eraser events we observed occurred within diffuse aurora and during times222

of low magnetic activity. In addition, they all occurred within 40 minutes of each223

other.224

• From our knowledge there have been no other reports of events such as these, which225

raises the question: are these a common quite time phenomenon that has been over-226

looked or are they rare?227
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